Sports Management statistics and Analytics Club (Pursoo)
Sports organizations, whether professional or amateur, have been looking to legally enhance their
program and individuals by any means necessary. Sports organizations have learned that based off of the
numbers of production, they can tell the value of the athletes that they have. This club is designed to first
study how professional sports managers develop and use analytical numbers to create a stronger team and
better performance. After learning of different strategies, students will be able to create their own
“Imaginary team” and manage the team. Students will be put into a league where the prize that will be
given for the first 3 seeds.
Anime Exploration Club (Duncan)
Japanese animation has become a phenomena in the America, and youth that have access to it don’t fully
understand what it is nor what it means. Since I have spent a good majority of my youth and adult life
watching, studying and learning about anime, I would take pleasure in giving the scholars the information
through viewing material, discussions on subject and culture and giving them the opportunity to even
create their own ideas with the potential to market it to a distribution company.
High school Study hall/ Video games Club (Sidnez/ Francis)
This club is education with a twist of fun. Many of the scholars enjoy playing video games and sometimes
neglect their studies and homework. This club gives the scholars the opportunity to complete their
homework assignments and have fun at the same time. For the first hour scholars will focus on
completing their homework assignments and studies. For the second hour scholars will play video games.
Strength and Conditioning Club (Tillery)
Scholars will be interested to set goals and reach make gains in their weight lifting, speed, endurance and
health; in preparation for athletic teams and wellness. Scholars will tested on strength gains monthly and
will be grouped based on their testing results. Scholars will be issued comprehensive charts to determine
which exercises they will conduct and set goals achievement goals.
Hydroponics Club (Lopez/ Bocian)
Hydroponics is an eco-friendly, resourceful, and efficient way to effectively grow a variety of produce.
The best thing about hydroponics is that there is no correct or wrong way to grow. There are many
arrangements and different types of systems you can use. Hydroponics is a multibillion dollar industry
around the world. Scholars will learn all of the different methods of hydroponics. Through hydroponics
scholars will learn Science Technology Engineering Arts and Math (STEAM). Throughout the year
scholars will build the different types of systems and grow their desired produce.
Yearbook Club (Benoit/ Bunch)
Yearbook is a record of the scholars' senior year of high school at Eagle Academy. It's something for the
boys to look back on after graduation to remember the important events of their senior year, and a few
blackmail quality pictures educators have saved from their 6th-11th grade years.. Throughout the year,
scholar photographers take pictures of everything from football games to Thanksgiving dinner, and before
graduation, each scholar in the senior class receives a beautiful, hardbound yearbook.

Chess Club (Valle)
Welcome to Eagle’s Chess Club! The place where the brilliant minds at Eagle can battle against their
friends and themselves. Here scholars will learn about the many great things chess has to offer them.
From the incredible benefits it has on one’s mental state to the community that develops from students
striving to victory, chess has something for everyone. There is a reason this “game” is held in such high
regard all around the world. And this club will give these globally conscious, globally competitive young
men an opportunity to take part in that.
Drama Club (Kelechi)
The Drama Club a club that will expand scholars creativity and confidence. We will explore various
topics such as improv, theater and life. Art is not easy, but it is a necessity.
Jazz Band Club (Ekshtut)
Scholars with prior instrumental or vocal experience are invited to participate in the Jazz Band Club. This
is an opportunity to experience advanced instruction with a focus on Jazz and developing scholars’
abilities to improvise within the idiom.
Web Design Club (Favaloro)
Students will learn the ins and outs of web design, learning about HTML, CSS and Javascript. Every
week will introduce new concepts through short lessons, before students attack programming challenges.
At the end of the term, each student will have completed a personal web page for themselves.
Music Production Club (Cummings)
Music Production Club focuses on the relevant and practical ways that individuals make music in society
today. Eagle Brooklyn has a music studio equipped with Apple computers, Ableton Live software and
Ableton Push MIDI controllers, audio interfaces, a variety of microphones, and sound isolation. Within
this creative environment, scholars learn about using the studio as an instrument covering specific topics
such as sampling, electronic / digital music making, and beat making. We also discuss the history behind
these musical practice and the traditions and technological advances that have furthered electronic music
making and the growing importance of the recording studio. Scholars will also learn about the technical
and artistic considerations for recording voice and live instruments.
Newspaper Club (Tutt)
Extra! Extra! Read all about it! Calling all editors, cartoonists, and reporters to write for Eagle’s
newspaper club.
Have you ever had an interest in writing? How about wanting to share your creative side? If this sounds
like you, then the Newspaper Club is a club you should join. You’ll be able to learn and experience
journalism in a way that you wouldn’t be able to in your regular English class. Newspaper club is a team
that creates scholar-centered publications. Club members brainstorm topics at their meetings and develop
ideas for the school newspaper. Research activities, creative writing, interviewing, photography, and
paper layout are included in the production of the school newspaper. Membership is open to all scholars
in grades 9-12.

Spoken Word Club (Rudy)
In the spoken word club scholars will learn the power of language. Through spoken word, scholars will be
able to manipulate words and create pieces. Spoken work includes any kind of poetry recited aloud,
including hip-hop, jazz poetry, poetry slams, traditional poetry readings and can include comedy routines
and 'prose monologues.
Fashion Club(Terrell)
In the Fashion club the scholars will create and design different articles of clothing. They will have the
opportunity to screen print t-shirts as well as explore various elements of fashion and design.
Barber Shop Club (Roberts)
"Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime", this
old Chinese proverb speaks to endurance, and having the necessary skills to endure, this is what's instilled
in us from birth, the tools to survive, the very things that will help us reach our expected destinations,
Eagle Barbers and the High School barbering club is no different, scholars are engaged, and excited to
learn a skill that will not only help them endure through some of life's challenges, but will stick with them
throughout their lifetime.
Entrepreneurship/ Business Club (Haggins)
This club is designed to spark the entrepreneurship spirit in our scholars and teach them to work for
themselves and not just for other people.
Photography Club (Naseem)
Students Will learn basic functions of a DSLR camera. Ex: ISO, SHUTTER SPEED, LENSES, F STOPS,
FILE FORMATS
They will also learn different kinds of lighting.
THEY WILL LEARN ABOUT PHOTOGRAPHY

